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ыٗҶՠۨৈ࣐办َপ

 દەબ ͬ  

ݕӟыٗҶՠ࣐ۨ办َপாऩ
ࣀמ办َপܜՠۨԅ
࣐办َপ▲ৈߣंٶ,XKJKXOIQ
9GTMKXࡹؔپӧ

ыٗՠۨ办َপڐҶ֢ۅԣҁ  办َপ ' չ ( ՠۨۨԅ  ՠۨ办َপםҾ
֝ҁ۫
Ҷ֢ۅԣҁӇࠩկԈͫԕࣿܬԗ۱澝Ԙםԗ؆չ߄ߑ۱

ӣ࣒ࣿ؆
ؘ֢ࢵ୍؟

ূ劌࣒ࣿ؆
ؘ֢ࢵ୍؟

֢؟堢गૅॠ؆
ՠू९ИڶЇࢁ

ыٗՠۨ办َপ '澝( আ▲ࠩুՠۨԅ  ӟ࣫ ۅࡴڞڳ
ыٗՠۨৈ࣐办َপۨԅͫީЍउЇআ▲ࠩऀыٗࡣސՠۨӀ߄Њࣀמӣ
बգԗ؆ৈߣչ؏ۅࡴ࣒ࣿޅङ堢गૅ

ॠूыմ֨੧ыٗՠ࣐ۨ办َপࡴԃ
ࡹؔ

澦ॠ؆澧ߒں⣚खȔИ֢ङ办َপҶՠۨȕܕଳИ֢ыٗՠۨ办َপۨߧ
ыٗՠ࣐ۨ办َপੂ؟֢ڱਘࣀॠ؆▲ঈ

㬮ߥ

㬕؆ਧ
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ПѠ



ͫޙ߃ٶ凿哛厕Ԁࣲ֨ۈԘч
ыࡇםѫݎ׃ՀԆ办َপۈછѫङҶ
ѽգں

мूם९ֿ

Ala

懡࠾Z84' ▲ৈߣंٶ
8UHKXZ=.URRK_ࡹؔپӧ

દەબͬ

؟֢ੂٶਘࣀॠ؆▲ঈ

ыٗҶՠۨ懡࠾▿㾓懤१߾ধ߾懤 (tRNAAla)

ࣦؗڴИЊԣҁুୂӣۨմ

ݕӟыٗՠۨ懡࠾ Z84' Ala ாऩ
ыٗՠۨ懡࠾ Z84' Ala ாऩկԈͫЇࢁސவंࣿԗ۱િુͫূ劌۱澝߄ߑ

ׂ֜લݏ澝84'澝੮Ѯ؆

堢गૅॠ؆

۱ՀԆ
ۨԅՠۨ▲Зҷ߾呵Є䭝懤࣌࠼
Иॠஓۨॹыٗՠۨ懡࠾ Z84'

Ala

ԣҁু

ۨॹІЗѫ۫ু  ࠼࣌ם澝ۈ澝ࡹࡴ 

ޙ߃ٶՀԆИॠஓ֨Ԙчॠ؆
Ala
ѫ׃Փڐङыٗՠۨ懡࠾Z84'؆ߐ
ܕճѫङыմՠڧ

ыٗՠۨ懡࠾ Z84' Ala ۨԅͫީЍउЇআ▲ࠩऀыٗࡣސՠۨӀ߄Њࣀמӣ
बգԗ؆ৈߣչ؏ۅࡴ࣒ࣿޅङ߾ধ߾懤
澦ਘࣀ澧ߒں⣚खȔ߾懤ՠۨͫܰ Z84'ȕܕଳ
Ala
И֢ыٗՠۨ Z84' ۨߧ
ыٗՠۨ懡࠾ Z84'

Ala

ূ劌Ғ՚ح

ূ劌Њূٴ劌࣒ࣿ؆

䣫औչҿ؉୍םऒओ

ੂ؟֢ڱਘࣀॠ؆▲ঈ
؟֢ੂٶਘࣀॠ؆▲ঈ
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۬ਙ  ूͫڂ߃  ٶ९۱ۈы  ރыͫҿИू९ু 6/ ыͫԕܬИ֢ॠ؆ஓஓ  בыͫИ֢ٗ३ஓஓ  בыͫ

Շھࣲي

ИুୂȔԞыઋӦȕы۵  ыͫИুୂȔறٶԞыઋӦȕ ы֢ͫ؟Ȕߟӟறٶȕॠ؆ׂੂڱৱ  ы ИॠஓȔघыઋӦȕы۵  ы澞

͓ੈଭ▲З؆ৱֺू९࣪
͓ӫ▲ڏЗ֢எ▲ࡶू९۱
܅▲߄ܨӀ߄֢எ▲ࡶࡊ ݉ݾٵѕћۅ澝ܴ֪ۅҟӟۅܢڐङٗҁͫ֨▲п୍ूם९ސէ  ֿۨО֢எҸઍङ؆ߐ
ߓ澞

ू९ࣿ 

҅ոؔѹ

ॠू  ߐ܉

ؔѹйׂॅू९ͫљݕԟ֢؟ਘПӫޏਈԃչڏગ֢எ▲ࡶू९۱Оऩ߶ͫਚԃй࣒ࣿԗ؆Њӣ࣒ࣿ؆澝ূ劌࣒ࣿ؆ङӹ
ׂॅू९ͫৼதЊׁ⡭बҼ؆ॠঀы۵ͫОыՍЊҡډঈ֢ם୍؟ࡌף࢛҈ݕӫߧۨޏ澞
ू९۱ыմӣ٢  ߃  ٶ

41%

47%

6% 6%
੧ ݺե⦈ 

ІЗ୍ॄॳםऩ߶

Ԩבե 
ٶ௹

> 614

14

46 - 603

߯ૅৈߣЊԅਈ

ূ劌崭ॹڏչ

ূ劌Ғ՚ثح䎏

ङલݏ

ԗङԅਈલݏ

औ  剰䣃ङલݏ

ஓ  בыͫȔԞыȕ ы

19
26

36 - 452
< 351

ஓ  בыͫȔԞыȕ ыͫȔߟறȕ ыͫȔघыȕ ы

7

ȔԞыȕ ыͫȔறԞȕ ыͫȔߟறȕ ыͫȔघыȕ ы

ȔறԞȕ

ыͫȔघыȕ ы

ू९ুٶ௹ৈߣ  ߃  ٶ

мЗ୍ࢵׁਃސէ

ू९ুԋ哛ઉ

ளु 84' ङਘ૯їશ

: ূ劌ӣԗЊԅਈङલਭ

剑ਊ澝॔ঈুৃӇࣿ

Њԅਈ

ङӣূ劌ߑࣲ

剶֡懳їશٵ੫લݏ
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潔㈙шू९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
ࡴۅ剮չ堢गङৈߣԅਈ

ஐ⥭ू९մ
੮Ѯલݏङৈߣ࣒ࣿ؆
३ू९մ
ׂ֜੮ଇङલݏЊԅਈ

㬮ૺूٵ९մٗ३ஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
.(<剑䣫बҼׂ֜ࠒؔЊԅਈ

Аㆠू९մ
ӣѴ⛎ԣԉЈ堢गૅܑՌЊઆৼङ
ৈߣ࣒ࣿ؆

ࡲ֢坆ू९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
һࣿ֡㾙ѽИ9SGRR84'ԅਈ

Ѓूٵڏ९մ
ऱ߾ׂ֜੮ଇङৈߣ࣒ࣿ؆

娰ୖू९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
ূ劌Ғ՚ح

ूޢם९մ
䣫औҒ՚حЊїશ

㛣࠳࠶ू९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
ࡴךۅ剮Ճ懢堢गङৈߣԅਈ

嗄冞ू९մ
ূ劌ث࣪ڳ剰䣃ՇࣿՃ१ङલݏ

ڙՄूع९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
堢गૅङৈߣЊԅਈ

Ѿ⥭؈ू९մ
ূ劌੮வՉѽљՃূ劌बлҁऀङ
ৈߣ࣒ࣿ؆ू९

ूੁࡋڙ९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
ত֨䧻Иۨࣅङӣॅׂ
ߥҿू९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
࣒ࣿਔৈߣЊԅਈ

ࣦूךی९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
堢गૅ࣒ࣿՠۨङૅݏӲ
㬮ߥू९մИॠஓஓڢٶͫבଣ
ূ劌Ғ՚حЊલݏङӣߑӲЊԅਈ

Ҍࡣूڏ९մ
ࣀמҲ䡏ИҒ՚حङࣿԗߑࣲ
劏ू९մ
堢गૅ୪નܑՌչઆҁऀ

劏呷ू९մ
ۨѽূٴ劌ङոӐؔ
劏哛ू९մ
堢गૅઆલݏЊӣજӰ
௰㨉ू९մ
ׂ֜ڣલݏङৈߣ࣒ࣿ؆ू९

汘㈁ू९մ
॔ূ劌堢गૅ૿

ۙல㼼ू९մ
84'Ԇٗङલݏ

ஐूࠁڴ९մ
੮Ѯ澝ূٴ劌չ䣫औ

ۙӯҡू९մ
剑ਊऒओङӣओࣲߑӲ

ஐӺّू९մ
䎏औЊ䣫औИূ劌ডӣङԅਈલݏ

㦺ू९մ
剫䣫Շओङӣࣲߑ

ஐ㿄ू९մ
ہڥՇࣿङׂ֜੮ଇલݏ

⾗ࢁू९մ
䣫औङЗѽԗ࡞ऐչܐֺޏ䣫哦࣒ङ
ଣڐՇ

ஐ䙻䙻ू९մ
ளु84'չূٴ劌
ஐ࠳Ӌू९մ
䭝懤ԗ堢गૅҒ՚ৠৌЊ剰䣃Շࣿ
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ް◗ग़ू९մ
ূٴ劌Њ॔Շਃ
ப淬ू९մ
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֢ڰਧू९մ
㬮Ѳਧू९մ
剶֡懳їશٵ੫ङׂ֜੮ଇલݏ

੮ѮલݏՃҿЊ䣫औঈ
୍םऒओङҼ

㬮Ԍߠू९մ

߀㊸ू९մ

ѽূ劌୍३Њךحਈূٴ劌

堢गૅু؆Њ堢गૅԈہ੧О

㬮悿ूٵ९մ

߀ਫू९մ

ࣿ㼏ূ劌Њ劉剽Շਃ

ۨѽূٴ劌ङҒ՚લݏՃ
ূٴ劌Њ࣪ڳङबлҁऀ

㏾⚲ू९մ

ڙபू९մ

ূ劌㼏Њӣԗङલݏ

Շਃଋ३ङুৃӣԗЊࣿલݏ

㏾௩Ӻू९մ

ڙ؆Ӌू९մ

ԅਈ堢गૅু؆ͺ॔ଞ੧ۅऒओ
ङҒ՚Ѯूح९

ূ劌⢪рङӣߑӲՃҿ֨ऒओ
Иङҁऀ

ߥ؍؈ू९մ

幏ۢ攄ू९մ

Ғ՚حЊׂ֜લݏ

剰䣃बҼׂ֜ङԅਈՃҿલݏ

Өؔूٴ९մ

幏Ҫू९մ

܌䣫߾懤ҫўङԅਈՃҿલݏ

ূ劌ӄҒ՚Ѯحପ૨ङٯڑЊ
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The Mediator complex couples transcription and splicing
Mediator complex is an integrative hub for transcriptional regulation. Researchers led by Prof. Gang Wang show that Mediator
regulates alternative mRNA processing via its MED23 subunit. Combining tandem affinity purification and mass spectrometry,
they identified a number of mRNA processing factors that bind to a soluble recombinant Mediator subunit, MED23, but not
to several other Mediator components. One of these factors, hnRNP L, specifically interacts with MED23 in vitro and in vivo.
Consistently, Mediator partially colocalizes with hnRNP L and the splicing machinery in the cell. Functionally, MED23 regulates
a subset of hnRNP L-targeted alternative splicing (AS) and alternative cleavage and polyadenylation (APA) events, as shown by
minigene reporters and exon array analysis. ChIP-seq analysis revealed that MED23 can regulate hnRNP L occupancy at their
coregulated genes. Taken together, these results demonstrate a crosstalk between Mediator and the splicing machinery,
providing a molecular basis for coupling mRNA processing to transcription.
Հৰ  ࣣކHuang et al. (2012) Mol. Cell 45:459-69
Initiating the coupling between transcription and
RNA processing at gene promoter. hnRNP L is
initially recruited to gene promoter via direct
protein-protein interaction with Med23, a tail
component of the large Mediator complex. This
recruitment appears to also enhance Pol II binding
at gene promoter. The recruited hnRNP L affects
downstream splicing events by binding to CA-rich
motifs in pre-mRNA, although the mechanism for
the RNA binding protein to switch from Mediator
to elongating Pol II and then to nascent RNA
remains to be defined. This work highlights a new
role of Mediator in coupling between transcription
and pre-mRNA processing. Specific RNA binding
proteins recruited to Mediator may also play
critical roles in promoting enhancer-promoter
communications via intergenic noncoding RNAs.
[From Ji X, Fu XD (2012) Mol. Cell 45:433-4]
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MicroRNA-155 links inﬂammation to the Warburg effect
Cancer cells preferentially metabolize glucose through aerobic glycolysis. This phenomenon, known as the Warburg effect, is
an anomalous characteristic of glucose metabolism in cancer cells. Chronic inflammation is a key promoting factor of
tumourigenesis. It remains, however, largely unexplored whether and how pro-tumourigenic inflammation regulates glucose
metabolism in cancer cells. Researchers led by Prof. Mofang Liu show that pro-inflammatory cytokines promote glycolysis in
breast cancer cells, and that the inflammation-induced miR-155 functions as an important mediator in this process. They
further show that miR-155 acts to upregulate hexokinase 2 (hk2), through two distinct mechanisms. First, miR-155 promotes
hk2 transcription by activation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 (STAT3), a transcriptional activator for hk2.
Second, via targeting C/EBP β (a transcriptional activator for mir-143), miR-155 represses mir-143, a negative regulator of hk2,
thus resulting in upregulation of hk2 expression at the post-transcriptional level. The miR-155-mediated hk2 upregulation also

:KZՅԆ㾒懢Ճ劥匝ⱅ⮛*4'ধׂԗ懢ѐ*ح4'ПԈԾ䟤ׂԗ
An active DNA demethylation pathway mediated by Tet and TDG
The prevalent DNA modification in higher organisms is the methylation of cytosine to 5-methylcytosine (5mC), which is
partially converted to 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) by the Tet (ten eleven translocation) family of dioxygenases. Despite
their importance in epigenetic regulation, it is unclear how these cytosine modifications are reversed. Researchers led by Prof.
Guoliang Xu demonstrate that 5mC and 5hmC in DNA are oxidized to 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC) by Tet dioxygenases in vitro
and in cultured cells. 5caC is specifically recognized and excised by thymine-DNA glycosylase (TDG). Depletion of TDG in
mouse embyronic stem cells leads to accumulation of 5caC to a readily detectable level. These data suggest that Tet-mediated
oxidation of 5mC followed by TDG-mediated base excision of 5caC constitutes a pathway for active DNA demethylation.
Հৰ  ࣣކHe et al. (2011) Science 333:1303-07

appears to operate in other types of cancer cells examined. They suggest that the miR-155/miR-143/HK2 axis may represent
a common mechanism linking inflammation to the altered metabolism in cancer cells.
Հৰ  ࣣކJiang et al. (2012) EMBO J. 31:1985-998

୍ࢵՀৰࣣކ
Yin QF*, Yang L*, Zhang Y, Xiang JF, Wu YW, Carmichael GG#, Chen LL# (2012) Long noncoding RNAs
with snoRNA ends. Mol. Cell [Epub ahead of print]
Du C*, Liu C*, Kang J, Zhao G, Ye Z, Huang S, Li Z,
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TH-17 differentiation and is associated with the pathogenesis of multiple sclerosis. Nat. Immunol. 10:1252-59
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Consecutive oxidation of 5mC generates end product-5caC
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that is recognized and excised by TDG. The resulting abasic
site in turn induces the base excision repair pathway,
leading to the incorporation of unmethylated cytosines.

Cheng H, Dufu K, Lee CS, Hsu JL, Dias A, Reed R
(2006) Human mRNA export machinery recruited to
the 5' end of mRNA. Cell 127:1389-400

Model of the dual-switch mechanism through which miR-155 conveys the
inflammatory signals to the Warburg effect.
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JARID1B: A H3K4 demethylase upregulated in prostate cancer
Histone methylation is a dynamic process that participates in a diverse array of cellular processes and has been found to

ঀট懢оׂ+YZVީ懡࠾ঀটڍ۱ڷङ
Yeast telomerase subunit Est1p is required for telomere elongation
Telomeres are eukaryotic protein–DNA complexes found at the ends of linear chromosomes that are essential for maintaining

associate with cancer. Several histone demethylases have been identified that catalyze the removal of methylation from histone

genome integrity and are implicated in cellular aging and cancer. The guanine (G)-rich strand of telomeric DNA, usually

H3 lysine residues. Through bioinformatic and biochemical analysis, researchers led by Prof. Degui Chen identified JARID1B

elongated by the telomerase reverse transcriptase, can form a higher-order structure known as a G-quadruplex in vitro and in

as a H3K4 demethylase. Overexpression of JARID1B resulted in loss of tri-, di-, and monomethyl H3K4 but did not affect other

vivo. Several factors that promote or resolve G-quadruplexes have been identified, but the functional importance of these

histone lysine methylations. In vitro biochemical experiments demonstrated that JARID1B directly catalyzes the

structures for telomere maintenance is not well understood. Researchers led by Prof. Jinqiu Zhou show that the yeast

demethylation. The enzymatic activity requires the JmjC domain and uses Fe(II) and α-ketoglutarate as cofactors. Furthermore,

telomerase subunit Est1p, known to be involved in telomerase recruitment to telomeres, can convert single-stranded

they found that JARID1B is up-regulated in prostate cancer tissues, compared with benign prostate samples. They also

telomeric G-rich DNA into a G-quadruplex structure in vitro in a Mg2+-dependent manner. Cells carrying Est1p mutants

demonstrated that JARID1B associates with androgen receptor and regulates its transcriptional activity. Thus, they identified

deficient in G-quadruplex formation in vitro showed gradual telomere shortening and cellular senescence, indicating a positive

JARID1B as a demethylase capable of removing three methyl groups from histone H3 lysine 4 and up-regulated in prostate

regulatory role for G-quadruplex in the maintenance of telomere length.

cancer.

Հৰ  ࣣކZhang et al. (2010) Nat. Struct. Mol. Biol. 17:202-209

Հৰ  ࣣކXiang et al. (2007) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 104:19226-31

JARID1B removed H3K4 methylation in vivo. HeLa cells transfected with Myc-JARID1B were immunostained with specific antibodies against distinctly methylated lysine
residues. (A–C Left) DAPI staining. (A–C Center) Myc staining. (A–C Right) Methylated lysine staining. (A Top) H3K4me3. (A Middle) H3K9me3. (A Bottom) H3K36me3.
(B Top) H3K4me2. (B Middle) H3K9me2. (B Bottom) H3K27me2. (C Top) H3K4me1. (C Middle) H3K9me1. (C Bottom) H3K36me1. Arrowheads indicate

Model of Est1p activating telomere-bound telomerase. Est1p causes telomeric single-stranded DNA to form an intermolecular (left) or an intramolecular (right)

Myc-JARID1B-expressed cells.

G-quadruplex, which translocates or activates Est2p-Tlc1 telomerase.
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Relics of aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase evolution discovered in ancient
bacterium
The editing reactions catalyzed by aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases are critical for the faithful protein synthesis by correcting
misactivated amino acids and misaminoacylated tRNAs. Researchers led by Prof. Enduo Wang report that the isolated
editing domain of leucyl-tRNA synthetase from the deep-rooted bacterium Aquifex aeolicus (αβ-LeuRS) catalyzes the
hydrolytic editing of both mischarged tRNA Leu and minihelix Leu . Within the domain, they have identified a crucial
20-amino-acid peptide that confers editing capacity when transplanted into the inactive Escherichia coli LeuRS editing domain.
Likewise, fusion of the β-subunit of αβ-LeuRS to the E. coli editing domain activates its editing function. These results
suggest that αβ-LeuRS still carries the basic features from a primitive synthetase molecule. It has a remarkable capacity to
transfer autonomous active modules, which is consistent with the idea that modern synthetases arose after exchange of
small idiosyncratic domains. It also has a unique αβ-heterodimeric structure with separated catalytic and tRNA-binding sites.
Such an organization supports the tRNA/synthetase coevolution theory that predicts sequential addition of tRNA and
synthetase domains.

Overview of the T. thermophilus LeuRS and detailed view of its CP1 domain. The lower
part of the figure depicts the T. thermophilus LeuRS, showing the large size and globular
nature of the editing domain. The studied CP1 domain is colored yellow (α-helices and
loops) and red (β-strands). The other domains of the molecule are colored orange. The
upper part of the figure is a detailed view of the editing domain. The two β-strand
linkers that link the editing domain to the catalytic site are indicated, as well as is the
insertion point of the crucial '20-aa motif' specific for A. aeolicus LeuRS.

୍ࢵՀৰࣣކ
Hu RG, Wang H, Xia Z, Varshavsky A (2008) The N-end rule
pathway is a sensor of heme. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 105:7681
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Structural insights into the mechanism of transcription regulation by menin
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ARL2-GTP-BART structure reveals a novel mode of GTPase-effector binding

Menin is a tumour suppressor protein whose loss or inactivation causes multiple endocrine neoplasia 1 (MEN1), a hereditary

ARL2 is a member of the ADP-ribosylation factor family but has unique biochemical features. BART is an effector of ARL2

autosomal dominant tumour syndrome that is characterized by tumorigenesis in multiple endocrine organs. Menin interacts

that is essential for nuclear retention of STAT3 and may also be involved in mitochondria transport and apoptosis.

with many proteins and is involved in a variety of cellular processes. Despite its importance, how menin interacts with many

Researchers led by Prof. Jianping Ding report the crystal structure and biochemical characterization of human

distinct partners and regulates their functions remains poorly understood. Here researchers led by Prof. Ming Lei present

ARL2-GTP-BART complex. ARL2-GTP assumes a typical small GTPase fold with a unique N-terminal α helix conformation.

the crystal structures of human menin in its free form and in complexes with MLL1 or with JUND, or with an MLL1-LEDGF

BART consists of a six α helix bundle. The interactions between ARL2 and BART involve two interfaces: a conserved

heterodimer. These structures show that menin contains a deep pocket that binds short peptides of MLL1 or JUND in the

N-terminal LLXIL motif of ARL2 is embedded in a hydrophobic cleft of BART and the switch regions of ARL2 interact with

same manner, but that it can have opposite effects on transcription. The menin-JUND interaction blocks JUN N-terminal

helix α3 of BART. Both interfaces are essential for the binding as verified by mutagenesis study. This novel recognition and

kinase (JNK)-mediated JUND phosphorylation and suppresses JUND-induced transcription. In contrast, menin promotes

binding mode is different from that of other small GTPase-effector interactions and provides molecular basis for the high

gene transcription by binding the transcription activator MLL1 through the peptide pocket while still interacting with the

specificity of ARL2 for BART.

chromatin-anchoring protein LEDGF at a distinct surface formed by both menin and MLL1.

Հৰ  ࣣކZhang et al. (2009) Structure 17:602-610

Հৰ  ࣣކHuang et al. (2012) Nature 482:542-6

Overview of the human menin–MLL1MBM complex structure. a,
Isothermal

titration

calorimetry

measurement

of

the

menin–MLL1MBM interaction. The inset shows the isothermal
titration data. b, Overall structure of the menin–MLL1MBM
complex. The N-terminal domain is shown in orange, the thumb
domain in green, the palm domain in blue, the fingers domain in
cyan, and loop regions that are disordered or not included in
the crystal structure are shown as dashed lines. MLL1MBM is
shown as a stick model in yellow. c, The surface representation
of menin indicates that menin adopts a curved left-hand-shaped
conformation. d, Front view of the menin–MLL1MBM complex,

JA stereo view of the ARL2-GTP-BART complex. ARL2 is colored in yellow with the N-terminal α helix in cyan and the switch I, switch II, and inter-switch regions in

coloured according to the degree of amino acid conservation

magenta, orange, and blue, respectively. The bound GTP is shown with a ball-and-stick model and the Mg2+ ion in a green sphere. BART is colored in green with the

among menin homologues.

secondary structures labeled.
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Proteomic characterization of liver mitochondria in diabetic rats
It has been proposed that mitochondrial dysfunction is involved in the pathogenesis of type 2 diabetes (T2D). To dissect the
underlying mechanisms, Researchers led by Prof. Rong Zeng performed a multiplexed proteomics study on liver mitochondria
isolated from a spontaneous diabetic rat model before/after they were rendered diabetic. Altogether, they identified 1091
mitochondrial proteins, 228 phosphoproteins, and 355 hydroxyproteins. Mitochondrial proteins were found to undergo
expression changes in a highly correlated fashion during T2D development. For example, proteins involved in β-oxidation, the
tricarboxylic acid cycle, oxidative phosphorylation, and other bioenergetic processes were coordinately up-regulated,
indicating that liver cells confronted T2D by increasing energy expenditure and activating pathways that rid themselves of the
constitutively increased flux of glucose and lipid. Notably, activation of oxidative phosphorylation was immediately related to
the overproduction of reactive oxygen species, which caused oxidative stress within the cells. Increased oxidative stress was
also evidenced by our post-translational modification profiles such that mitochondrial proteins were more heavily
hydroxylated during T2D development. Moreover, they observed a distinct depression of antiapoptosis and antioxidative
stress proteins that might reflect a higher apoptotic index under the diabetic stage. They suggest that such changes in
systematic metabolism were causally linked to the development of T2D. Comparing proteomics data against microarray data,
they demonstrated that many T2D-related alterations were unidentifiable by either proteomics or genomics approaches alone,
underscoring the importance of integrating different approaches. Their compendium could help to unveil pathogenic events in
mitochondria leading to T2D and be useful for the discovery of diagnosis biomarker and therapeutic targets of T2D.
Հৰ  ࣣކDeng et al. (2010) Mol. Cell. Proteomics 1:100-116

Changes in protein expression level in the early developmental stage of
T2D identified by LSPAD. Significantly up-regulated proteins (p value
<0.01) are in red dots, and down-regulated proteins (p value <0.01) are in
green. Genes that have already been reported to be associated with T2D
are marked.
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ECM1 controls TH2 cell egress from lymph nodes

⢹੦懢Չѽલݏӄज੦䃠ԗ
Thrombin receptor regulates endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition

extracellular matrix protein-1 (ECM1) is highly and selectively expressed in TH2 cells. ECM1 deficiency caused impaired TH2

embryogenesis. Recently, endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition (EHT) was demonstrated to be critical for hematopoietic

Type 2 helper T cells (TH2) are critically involved in allergies and asthma. Researchers led by Prof. Bing Sun demonstrate that

Hematopoietic development and vascular development are closely related physiological processes during vertebrate

responses and reduced allergic airway inflammation in vivo. Functional analysis demonstrated that although the TH2

stem and progenitor cell induction, but its underlying regulatory mechanisms remain poorly understood. Here researchers led

polarization of ECM1-deficient cells was unimpaired, these cells had a defect in migration and were retained in peripheral

by Prof. Gang Pei show that thrombin receptor (F2r), a protease-activated G protein-coupled receptor required for vascular

lymphoid organs. This was associated with reduced expression of KLF2 and S1P1. They also found that ECM1 could directly

development, functions as a negative regulator during hematopoietic development. F2r is significantly upregulated during

bind the interleukin-2 (IL-2) receptor to inhibit IL-2 signaling and activate S1P1 expression. Their data identify a previously
unknown function of ECM1 in regulating TH2 cell migration through control of KLF2 and S1P1 expression.
Հৰ  ࣣކLi et al. (2011) Nat. Immunol. 12:178-185

hematopoietic differentiation of mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs) and zebrafish hematopoietic development.
Pharmacological or genetic inhibition of F2r promotes hematopoietic differentiation, whereas F2r overexpression shows
opposite effects. Further mechanistic studies reveal that F2r-RhoA/ROCK pathway inhibits EHT in vitro and negatively
regulates zebrafish EHT and hematopoietic stem cell induction in vivo. Taken together, this study demonstrates a fundamental
role of F2r-RhoA/ROCK pathway in vertebrate hematopoiesis and EHT, as well as an important molecular mechanism
coordinating hematopoietic and vascular development.
Հৰ  ࣣކYue et al. (2012) Dev. Cell 139:535-546

F2r-RhoA/ROCK pathway activation inhibits tight junction
dissolution in hemogenic endothelial cells, whereas
pharmacological or genetic blockage of F2r reverses the
inhibition, accelerating EHT and HSPC induction.

ECM1[BM]-deficient mice show impaired T H2 function owing to defective T H2 cell migration in vivo.Wild-type (WT) or Ecm1 -/-bone marrow cells (1×10 7) were
transferred into irradiated C57BL/6 mice. Two months later, mice were immunized with OVA and alum and challenged with aerosolized OVA. Mice immunized with PBS
served as a negative control. Shown here are lung tissue sections stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Scale bar, 200 μm.
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H4K20 monomethylation mediates Wnt target gene activation

;>:▲З4,Ť(ڠѽङҼ୰ૼԉ֜
UXT: An essential cofactor of the NF-κB enhanceosome

Histone methylation has an important role in transcriptional regulation. However, unlike H3K4 and H3K9 methylation, the

As a latent transcription factor, nuclear factor κB (NF-κB) translocates from the cytoplasm into the nucleus upon stimulation

role of H4K20 monomethylation (H4K20me-1) in transcriptional regulation remains unclear. Researchers led by Prof. Lin Li

and mediates the expression of genes that are important in immunity, inflammation, and development. However, little is

show that Wnt3a specifically stimulates H4K20 monomethylation at the T cell factor (TCF)-binding element through the

known about how it is regulated inside the nucleus. By a two-hybrid approach, researchers led by Prof. Chen Wang identify a

histone methylase SET8. Additionally, SET8 is crucial for activation of the Wnt reporter gene and target genes in both

prefoldin-like protein, ubiquitously expressed transcript (UXT), that is expressed predominantly and interacts specifically with

mammalian cells and zebrafish. Furthermore, SET8 interacts with lymphoid enhancing factor-1 (LEF1)/TCF4 directly, and this

NF-κB inside the nucleus. RNA interference knockdown of UXT leads to impaired NF-κB activity and dramatically attenuates

interaction is regulated by Wnt3a. Therefore, they conclude that SET8 is a Wnt signaling mediator and is recruited by

the expression of NF-κB-dependent genes. This interference also sensitizes cells to apoptosis by tumor necrosis factor-alpha.

LEF1/TCF4 to regulate the transcription of Wnt-activated genes, possibly through H4K20 monomethylation at the target gene

Furthermore, UXT forms a dynamic complex with NF-κB and is recruited to the NF-κB enhanceosome upon stimulation.

promoters. Their findings also indicate that H4K20me-1 is a marker for gene transcription activation, at least in canonical Wnt

Interestingly, the UXT protein level correlates with constitutive NF-κB activity in human prostate cancer cell lines. The

signaling.

presence of NF-κB within the nucleus of stimulated or constitutively active cells is considerably diminished with decreased

Հৰ  ࣣކLi et al. (2011) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 108:3116-23

endogenous UXT levels. Their results reveal that UXT is an integral component of the NF-κB enhanceosome and is essential
for its nuclear function, which uncovers a new mechanism of NF-κB regulation.
Հৰ  ࣣކSun et al. (2007) J. Cell Biol. 178:231-244
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Wnt signaling stimulates SETD8-mediated H4K20me1 at TCF/LEF binding sites (TBEs). (A) In the absence of Wnt ligand, cellular β-catenin is destabilized and cannot

Luan B, Zhang Z, Wu Y, Kang J, Pei G (2005)

enter the nucleus. Wnt target genes are constitutively bound by TCF/LEF transcription factors; however, transcription is blocked by binding of the repressor protein

β-Arrestin2 functions as a phosphorylation

Groucho. (B) Under active Wnt signaling, β-catenin can enter the nucleus and displace Groucho from TCF/LEF. This allows for complex formation with the histone

regulated suppressor of UV-induced NF-κB

methyltransferase SETD8, which induces H4K20me1 at TBEs. Increased H4K20me1 is a prerequisite for full transcriptional activity of the Wnt target gene, possibly due

activation. EMBO J. 24:4237-46

to recruitment of currently unknown binding proteins. [From Schotta G (2011) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 108:3097-8]
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Biol. 180:1087-1100

print]
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C, Zeng R, Li L (2008) Caprin-2 enhances canonical Wnt

diterpenoid derivative 15-oxospiramilactone inhibits

signaling through regulating LRP5/6 phosphorylation. J. Cell

Wnt/β-catenin signaling and colon cancer cell tumori-

Subcellular localization of endogenous and exogenous UXT. 293T cells were transfected with

Biol. 182:865-872

genesis. Cell Res. 21:730-40

(top) or without (bottom) FLAG-UXT. Immunofluorescentmicroscopy was performed with
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Miz1 degradation is required for relieving its suppression on TNF-α induced
JNK activation
The transcription factor zinc-finger protein Miz1 represses TNF-α–induced JNK activation and the repression is relieved upon
TNF-α stimulation. However, the underlying mechanism is incompletely understood. Researchers led by Prof. Anning Lin
report that Miz1 interferes with the ubiquitin conjugating enzyme (E2) Ubc13 for binding to the RING domain of
TNF-receptor associated factor 2 (TRAF2), thereby inhibiting the ubiquitin ligase (E3) activity of TRAF2 and suppressing
TNF-α–induced JNK activation. Upon TNF-α stimulation, Miz1 rapidly undergoes K48-linked polyubiquitination at Lys388 and
Lys472 residues and subsequent proteasomal degradation in a TRAF2-dependent manner. Replacement of Lysine 388 and
Lysine 472 by arginines generates a nondegradable Miz1 mutant, which significantly suppresses TNF-α–induced JNK1 activation
and inflammation. Thus, their results reveal a molecular mechanism by which the repression of TNF-α–induced JNK activation
by Miz1 is de-repressed by its own site-specific ubiquitination and degradation, which may account for the temporal control
of TNF-α–JNK signaling.
Հৰ  ࣣކLiu et al. (2012) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 109:191-196

Schematic illustration of the de-repression model by which Miz1 regulates TNF-α–JNK signaling. (A) Upon TNF-α stimulation, Miz1 is recruited to TNF-R1 Complex 1 in
a TRAF2-dependent manner and blocks immediate K63-linked polyubiquitination of TRAF2, so that TRAF2 and ubiquitinated receptor interacting protein 1 (RIP1)
activate IKK but not JNK. (B) TNF-α induces Miz1 K48-linked polyubiquitination, which is catalyzed by Mule, and proteasomal degra-dation, so that Ubc13 can bind to
     !  "$ %& ="    >  ?@\ ^_ _     ` 

  _\ ^_  @κB

activation is impaired.
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miR-129-3p controls cilia assembly by regulating CP110 and actin dynamics

21(֨劥匝ূ劌ՇਃИҼ୰ҁऀ
LKB1 plays a critical role in thymocyte development

Ciliogenesis requires the removal of CP110 from the mother centriole; actin dynamics also influence ciliation, at least partly

The serine/threonine kinase LKB1 is a tumour suppressor that regulates cell growth, polarity, and proliferation in many

by affecting the centrosomal accumulation of ciliogenic membrane vesicles. How these distinct processes are properly

different cell types. It was previously demonstrated that LKB1 controls thymocyte survival via regulation of AMPK activation.

regulated remains unknown. Researchers led by Prof. Xueliang Zhu show that miR-129-3p, a microRNA conserved in

Researchers led by Prof. Xiaolong Liu show that LKB1 was also involved in thymocyte positive selection through regulation of

vertebrates, controlled cilia biogenesis in cultured cells by concomitantly down-regulating CP110 and repressing the branched

T cell receptor (TCR) signalling. Both Lck-Cre- and CD4-Cre-mediated deletion of LKB1 impaired the generation of mature

F-actin formation. Blocking miR-129-3p inhibited serum starvation-induced ciliogenesis, whereas its overexpression potently

CD4 and CD8 single positive (SP) thymocytes that might have resulted from the attenuated tyrosine phosphorylation of

induced ciliation in proliferating cells and also promoted cilia elongation. Gene expression analysis further identified Arp2,

phospholipase C-γ 1 (PLCγ1) in the absence of LKB1. They found that LKB1 was directly phosphorylated by Lck at tyrosine

Toca1, abLIM1 and abLIM3 as its targets in ciliation-related actin dynamics. Moreover, its inhibition in zebrafish embryos

residues 36, 261, and 365 and predominately interacted with LAT and PLCγ1 following TCR stimulation. Loss of LKB1 led to

suppressed ciliation in the Kupffer’s vesicle and the pronephros, and induced developmental abnormalities including a curved

impaired recruitment of PLCγ1 to the LAT signalosome. Correlatively, LKB1-deficient thymocytes failed to upregulate

body, pericardial oedema, and defective left-right asymmetry. Therefore, their results reveal a mechanism that orchestrates

lineage-specifying factors, and to differentiate into SP thymocytes even if their impaired survival was rescued. These

both the centriole-to-basal body transition and subsequent cilia assembly via microRNA-mediated post-transcriptional

observations indicated that LKB1 is a critical component involved in TCR signalling, and their studies provide novel insights

regulation.

into the mechanisms of LKB1-mediated thymocyte development.

Հৰ  ࣣކCao et al. (2012) Nat. Cell Biol. 14:697–706

Հৰ  ࣣކCao et al. (2011) EMBO J. 30:2083-93

(A) Overexpression of miR-129-3p (M129)
induced ciliogenesis in cycling interphase cells.
Acetylated tubulin (Ace-tub) was used as a cilia
marker. EdU-positive cells are in S or G2 phase.
(B) Inhibition of miR-129-3p (129-MO) in
zebrafish induced defects in the left-right
asymmetry. (C) Model for the functions of
miR-129-3p in cilia formation. miR-129-3p
controlled cilia biogenesis in cultured cells by
concomitantly downregulating CP110 and
repressing the branched F-actin formation.
Colocalization of LKB1 with LAT upon TCR stimulation. Sorted T lymphocytes were incubated with anti-CD3-coated Dynabeads, stained with anti-LAT and anti-LKB1
antibodies and imaged using confocal microscopy (magnification, × 630). Images are representative of 99/100 (control) or 90/100 (stimulated) counted cells.
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Direct conversion of mouse ﬁbroblasts to functional hepatocyte-like cells
The generation of functional hepatocytes independent of donor liver organs is of great therapeutic interest with regard to
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Androgenetic haploid embryonic stem cells: a potential sperm replacement
Haploid cells are amenable for genetic analysis. Recent success in the derivation of mouse haploid embryonic stem cells

regenerative medicine and possible cures for liver disease. Induced hepatic differentiation has been achieved previously using

(haESCs) via parthenogenesis has enabled genetic screening in mammalian cells. However, successful generation of live animals

embryonic stem cells or induced pluripotent stem cells. Particularly, hepatocytes generated from a patient's own induced

from these haESCs, which is needed to extend the genetic analysis to the organism level, has not been achieved. Researchers

pluripotent stem cells could theoretically avoid immunological rejection. However, the induction of hepatocytes from induced

led by Prof. Jinsong Li and Prof. Guoliang Xu report the derivation of haESCs from androgenetic blastocysts. These cells,

pluripotent stem cells is a complicated process that would probably be replaced with the arrival of improved technology.

designated as AG-haESCs, partially maintain paternal imprints, express classical ESC pluripotency markers, and contribute to

Overexpression of lineage-specific transcription factors directly converts terminally differentiated cells into some other

various tissues, including the germline, upon injection into diploid blastocysts. Strikingly, live mice can be obtained upon

lineages, including neurons, cardiomyocytes and blood progenitors; however, it remains unclear whether these

injection of AG-haESCs into MII oocytes, and these mice bear haESC-carried genetic traits and develop into fertile adults.

lineage-converted cells could repair damaged tissues in vivo. Researchers led by Prof. Lijian Hui demonstrate the direct

Furthermore, gene targeting via homologous recombination is feasible in the AG-haESCs. Their results demonstrate that

induction of functional hepatocyte-like (iHep) cells from mouse tail-tip fibroblasts by transduction of Gata4, Hnf1α and Foxa3,

AG-haESCs can be used as a genetically tractable fertilization agent for the production of live animals via injection into oocytes.

and inactivation of p19Arf. iHep cells show typical epithelial morphology, express hepatic genes and acquire hepatocyte

Հৰ  ࣣކYang et al. (2012) Cell 149:605-617

functions. Notably, transplanted iHep cells repopulate the livers of fumarylacetoacetate-hydrolase-deficient (Fahɝ/ɝ) mice and
rescue almost half of recipients from death by restoring liver functions. Their study provides a novel strategy to generate
functional hepatocyte-like cells for the purpose of liver engineering and regenerative medicine.

Diagram showing the generation of AG-haESCs (top) and

Հৰ  ࣣކHuang et al. (2011) Nature 475:386-389

“fertilization” of oocytes with AG-haESCs (bottom).
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(2011) Reprogramming of mouse and human somatic cells
by high-performance engineered factors. EMBO Rep.
iHep cell transplantation rescues Fah-deficient mice. (a) Schematic outline of iHep cell transplantation into livers of Fahɝ/ɝRag2ɝ/ɝ mice. (b) Kaplan–Meier survival curve
of primary-hepatocyte-transplanted Fahɝ/ɝRag2ɝ/ɝ mice (Hepa-F/R, n = 10), iHep-cell-transplanted Fahɝ/ɝRag2ɝ/ɝ mice (iHep-F/R, n = 12), TTF-transplanted Fahɝ/ɝRag2
ɝ/ɝ

mice (TTF-F/R, n = 6) and control Fahɝ/ɝRag2ɝ/ɝ mice (F/R, n = 10) after NTBC withdrawal. *, P < 0.02, log-rank test. (c) Repopulation of iHep cells in Fahɝ/ɝRag2

ɝ/ɝ

livers was determined by Fah immunostaining (brown cytoplasmic staining). (d) Female iHep cells were transplanted into male Fahɝ/ɝRag2ɝ/ɝ livers. Serial liver sections

were stained for both Fah immunostaining and Y-chromosome FISH staining (red dots). The boundary of the Fah+ nodule is indicated by a dashed yellow line.

12:373-8
Chen T*, Yuan D* , Wei B, Jiang J, Kang J, Ling K, Gu Y, Li
J, Xiao L, Pei G (2010) E-cadherin-mediated cell-cell contact
is critical for induced pluripotent stem cell generation. Stem
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The ﬁrst genome-wide mapping of androgen receptor binding sites
Epididymal function depends on androgen signaling through the androgen receptor (AR), although most of the direct AR target

9SGJପଋ܌Ӳ=TZҒ՚حҏ॔ҫӣԗ
Smad6 promotes neuronal differentiation by inibiting Wnt signaling
Proliferation of the neural/neuronal progenitor cells (NPCs) at the ventricular zone of the dorsal spinal cord requires the

genes in epididymis remain unknown. Researchers led by Prof. Yonglian Zhang globally mapped the AR binding regions in

stimuli of Wnt and bone morphogenic protein (BMP). However, how these two signaling pathways are regulated to initiate

mouse caput epididymis in which AR is highly expressed. Chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing indicated that AR bound

differentiation in the NPCs as they enter the intermediate zone is not known. Researchers led by Prof. Naihe Jing show that

selectively to 19,377 DNA regions, the majority of which were intergenic and intronic. Motif analysis showed that 94% of the

Smad6, a negative regulator of BMP signaling, is expressed in the intermediate zone of the chick dorsal spinal cord. Knockdown

AR binding regions harbored consensus androgen response elements enriched with multiple bindihuing motifs that included

experiments show that Smad6 is required for promoting NPCs to exit the cell cycle and differentiate into neurons. Although

nuclear factor 1 and activator protein 2 sites consistent with combinatorial regulation. Unexpectedly, AR binding regions

they find that Smad6 inhibits BMP signaling, as expected, they also find that Smad6 unexpectedly inhibits the Wnt/β-catenin

showed limited conservation across species, regardless of whether the metric for conservation was based on local sequence

pathway. The inhibition of the Wnt/β-catenin pathway by Smad6 is independent of its effect on the BMP pathway. Rather,

similarity or the presence of consensus androgen response elements. Further analysis suggested the AR target genes are

Smad6 through its N-terminal domain and link region enhances the interaction of C-terminal binding protein with the

involved in diverse biological themes that include lipid metabolism and sperm maturation. Potential novel mechanisms of AR

β-catenin/T cell factor (TCF) complex and the TCF-binding element to inhibit β-catenin–mediated transcriptional activation.

regulation were revealed at individual genes such as cysteine-rich secretory protein 1. The composite studies provide new

Their study provides evidence that transition of NPCs from a proliferative state to a differentiating state is controlled by the

insights into AR regulation under physiological conditions and a global resource of AR binding sites in a normal

dual inhibitory role of Smad6 to both BMP and Wnt signaling at the level of transcription.

androgen-responsive tissue.

Հৰ  ࣣކXie et al. (2011) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 108:12119-24

Հৰ  ࣣކHu et al. (2010) Mol. Endocrinol. 24:2392-405
Overview of the ChIP-seq approach and validation of AR-binding sites
identified by ChIP-seq. Tissue dissection boundaries are indicated for
adult mouse epididymis. IS, Initial segment; Cap, caput; Cor, corpus; Cau,
cauda. Caput (Cap) epididymides were pooled from six mice and
Smad6 promotes neuronal differentiation by inhibiting the Wnt/β-catenin

ChIP-seq was performed using an AR antibody. Tags that uniquely

pathway. Shown here are the images of electroporated chick spinal cords.

aligned to the reference mouse genome were used to define the peaks.

The boxed regions in b, e, and h are shown at higher magnification in c, f,
and i, respectively. Dorsal is to the top for all sections. (Scale bars: 50 μm
for h; 25 μm for i.
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LOX-mediated extracellular matrix remodeling contributes to lung cancer
progression
LKB1 loss-of-function mutations, observed in -30% of human lung adenocarcinomas, contribute significantly to lung cancer
malignancy progression. Researchers led by Prof. Gaoxiang Ge and Prof. Hongbin Ji show that lysyl oxidase (LOX), negatively
regulated by LKB1 through mTOR-HIF-1α signaling axis, mediates lung cancer progression. Inhibition of LOX activity
dramatically alleviates lung cancer malignancy progression. Up-regulated LOX expression triggers excess collagen deposition
in Lkb1-deficient lung tumors, and thereafter results in enhanced cancer cell proliferation and invasiveness through activation
of β1 integrin signaling. High LOX level and activity correlate with poor prognosis and metastasis. Their findings provide
evidence of how LKB1 loss of function promotes lung cancer malignancy through remodeling of extracellular matrix
microenvironment, and identify LOX as a potential target for disease treatment in lung cancer patients.
Հৰ  ࣣކGao et al. (2010) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U S A 107:18892-7

LKB1 down-regulates LOX in lung cancer.
Shown here is LOX immunofluorescent staining
on Kras and Kras/Lkb1 -/- lung tumor sections.
(Scale bars: 100 μm.)
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TAT-LPTS-LC: A potential protein-based anticancer agent

ग㰑劮懳((KZ[ROT)：▲З劮੦औ哦࣒ڐՇङࢪ֨үحԗՠ࣒
Betulin: A potential leading compound for hyperlipidemia drug development

Human liver-related putative tumor suppressor (LPTS) is a gene that encodes a telomerase inhibitory protein that is similar to

Sterol regulatory element-binding proteins (SREBPs) are major transcription factors activating the expression of genes

human Pin2/TRF1-interacting protein. The LPTS protein binds directly to the telomerase catalytic subunit (human telomerase

involved in biosynthesis of cholesterol, fatty acid and triglyceride. Researchers led by Prof. Baoliang Song identified a small

reverse transcriptase) and suppresses telomerase activity. Telomere maintenance and telomerase activity are required for

molecule, betulin, that specifically inhibited the maturation of SREBP by inducing interaction of SREBP cleavage activating

long-term proliferation of cancer cells, so LPTS might be used in anticancer strategies.In a study conducted by researchers led

protein (SCAP) and Insig. Inhibition of SREBP by betulin decreased the biosynthesis of cholesterol and fatty acid. In vivo,

by Prof. Mujun Zhao, the purified TAT–LPTS-LC protein was efficiently delivered into the cells, where it suppressed

betulin ameliorated diet-induced obesity, decreased the lipid contents in serum and tissues, and increased insulin sensitivity.

telomerase activity and shortened telomere length. TAT–LPTS-LC inhibited proliferation of telomerase-positive

Furthermore, betulin reduced the size and improved the stability of atherosclerotic plaques. Their study demonstrates that

hepatocellular carcinoma BEL-7404 and hepatoblastoma HepG2cells and induced their death; however, it had no effect on

inhibition SREBP pathway can be employed as a therapeutic strategy to treat metabolic diseases including type II diabetes and

telomerase-negative liver cell line L02 and osteosarcoma cell line Saos-2. In mice, tumor formations by BEL-7404 cells were

atherosclerosis. Betulin, which is abundant in birch bark, could be a leading compound for development of drugs for

suppressed by TAT-LPTS-LC treatments. Transduction of hepatoma cells with a fusion protein that contains the C-terminal,

hyperlipidemia.

functional fragment of LPTS and human immunodeficiency virus Tat (TAT–LPTS-LC) causes telomere shortening, limits

Հৰ  ࣣކTang et al. (2011) Cell Metab. 13:44-56

proliferation, and inhibits growth of tumors from these cells in mice. TAT–LPTS-LC inhibits telomerase activity and might be
developed as an anticancer agent.
Հৰ  ࣣކChen et al. (2011) Gastroenterology 140:332-43
Treatment of betulin decreases atherosclerosis in
LDLR -/- mice. Eight-week-old male LDLR -/- mice
were randomly grouped and fed with WD
TAT-LPTS-LC suppresses the xenograft growth of

supplemented with vehicle (n = 7), 30 mg/kg/day of

BEL-7404 cells in nude mice. At 7 weeks after

lovastatin (n = 3), or 30 mg/kg/day of betulin (n = 6)

xenografting, the tumors were removed and

for 14 weeks. Blood samples were collected 3 days

photographed. The average tumor weights were

before the end of treatment and centrifugalized for

counted. Statistical significance was set at a P value of

serum. At the end of experiment, the aorta and liver

less than .05.

were isolated for further analysis. WD, western-type
diet. Shown here are representative photographs
from en face analysis of aortas from different groups
after 14 week treatment.

୍ࢵՀৰࣣކ
Jiang H, Pritchard JR, Williams RT, Lauffenburger DA,

Wei N, Fan JK, Gu JF, Liu XY (2010) Double-regulated

Hemann

functional-genetic

oncolytic denovirus-mediated IL-24 overexpression exhibits

approach to characterizing cancer therapeutics. Nat. Chem.

potent antitumor activity on gastric adenocarcinoma. Hum.

Biol. 7:92-100

Gene Ther. 21:855-864

MT

(2011)

A

mammalian

ڍѵՀৰࣣކ

Zhang Z*, Huang Y*, Newman K, Gu J, Zhang X, Wu H, Zhao

Ding M, Cao X, Xu HN, Fan JK, Huang HL, Yang DQ, Li YH,

M, Xianyu Z, Liu X (2009) Reexpression of human somatosta-

Wang J, Li R#, Liu XY# (2012) Prostate cancer-specific and

tin receptor gene 2 gene mediated by oncolytic adenovirus

potent antitumor effect of a DD3-controlled oncolytic virus

increases antitumor activity of tumor necrosis factor–related

harboring the PTEN gene. PLoS One 7:e35153

apoptosis-inducing ligand against pancreatic cancer. Clin.
Cancer Res. 15:5154-60

୍ࢵՀৰࣣކ

ڍѵՀৰࣣކ

Liu TF, Tang JJ, Li PS, Shen Y, Li JG, Miao HH, Li BL#, Song

Han S*, Pan H*, Zhang J, Tan L, Ma D, Yuan J#, Wu JR#

BL# (2012) Ablation of gp78 in liver improves hyperlipidemia

(2011) Identification of a small molecule activator of novel

and insulin resistance by inhibiting SREBP to decrease lipid

PKCs for promoting glucose-dependent insulin secretion.

biosynthesis. Cell Metab. 16:135-284

Cell Res. 21:588-99

Ge L, Qi W, Wang LJ, Miao HH, Qu YX, Li BL, Song BL

Du H, Shi J, Cui D, Zhang Y (2008) Insulin analogs with B24

(2011) Flotillins play an essential role in Niemann-Pick

or B25 phenylalanine replaced by biphenylalanine. Acta

C1-like 1-mediated cholesterol uptake. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U

Biochim. Biophys. Sin. (Shanghai) 40:133-9

S A 108:551-6
Ge L*, Wang J*, Qi W*, Miao HH, Cao J, Qu YX, Li BL, Song

Wang Y, Sun DQ, Liu DG (2011) Tumor suppression by

BL (2008) The cholesterol absorption inhibitor Ezetimibe

RNA from C/EBPβ 3'UTR through the inhibition of protein

acts by blocking the sterol-induced internalization of

kinase Cε activity. PLoS One 6:e16543

NPC1L1. Cell Metab. 7:508-519
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β2-副Ї匝পਈՉѽङள࠳ࡴࢬٯՀЊضӂࢁ௳ࡆऔՇओଋ३
Abnormal activation of β2-AR may contribute to Alzheimer disease pathogenesis

)JI֨剑ਊӇࣿଋ३Иલݏ㼏Ғ՚ح
)JI regulates proliferative signaling during liver regeneration

Amyloid plaque is the hallmark and primary cause of Alzheimer disease. Mutations of presenilin-1, the γ-secretase catalytic

cytoskeleton, cell proliferation, cell polarity, and cellular transport, but little is known about its specific function in mammalian

Cdc42, a member of the Rho guanosine triphosphatase (GTPase) family, plays important roles in the regulation of the

subunit, can affect amyloid-β (Aβ) production and Alzheimer disease pathogenesis. However, it is largely unknown whether and

liver. Researchers led by Prof. Zhengjun Chen investigated the function of Cdc42 in regulating liver regeneration. Using a

how γ-secretase activity and amyloid plaque formation are regulated by environmental factors such as stress, which is mediated

mouse model with liver-specific knockout of Cdc42 (Cdc42LK), they studied liver regeneration after partial hepatectomy.

by receptors including β2-adrenergic receptor (β2-AR). Researchers led by Prof. Gang Pei show that activation of β2-AR

Histological analysis, immunostaining, and western blot analysis were performed to characterize Cdc42LK livers and to

enhanced γ-secretase activity and thus Aβ production. This enhancement involved the association of β2-AR with presenilin-1

explore the role of Cdc42 in liver regeneration. In control mouse livers, Cdc42 became activated between 3 and 24 hours

and required agonist-induced endocytosis of β2-AR and subsequent trafficking of γ-secretase to late endosomes and lysosomes,

after partial hepatectomy. Loss of Cdc42 led to a significant delay of liver recovery after partial hepatectomy, which was

where Aβ production was elevated. Similar effects were observed after activation of δ-opioid receptor. Furthermore, chronic

associated with reduced and delayed DNA synthesis indicated by 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine staining. Consistent with this,

treatment with β2-AR agonists increased cerebral amyloid plaques in an Alzheimer disease mouse model. Thus, β2-AR

expression of cyclins D1, A, and E was markedly delayed or reduced in Cdc42LK livers during regeneration. As a potential

activation can stimulate γ-secretase activity and amyloid plaque formation, which suggests that abnormal activation of β2-AR

effector of Cdc42, Rac1 activation was dramatically attenuated in Cdc42LK livers after partial hepatectomy, suggesting it is

might contribute to Aβ accumulation in Alzheimer disease pathogenesis.

regulated in a Cdc42-dependent manner. Activation of certain proliferative signaling pathways, such as extracellular

Հৰ  ࣣކNi et al. (2006) Nat. Med. 12: 1390-96

signal–regulated kinase, c-Jun N-terminal kinase, and p70S6 kinase pathways, was delayed in Cdc42LK livers. In addition,
dilated bile canaliculi and excessive lipid accumulation were observed in mutant livers during liver regeneration, which may
result from impaired cytoskeletal organization and intracellular trafficking in hepatocytes. In summary, their results revealed
important roles of Cdc42 in the regulation of proliferative signaling during liver regeneration.
Հৰ  ࣣކYuan et al. (2009) Hepatology 49:240-249
Histological analysis of mice livers during regeneration.
Hematoxylin-eosin stained liver sections at (a, c) 0 hours and (b, d) 48
hours after PH. Dilated bile canaliculi in Cdc42LK livers were apparent
before hepatectomy and became more obvious at 48 hours revealed by
multidrug resistance protein 2 staining (arrows in each inset). Low
power scale bars: 100 μm, insets: 20 μm.
Increased γ-secretase and Aβ in endocytic compartments.
Shown here is an immunofluorescence assay analyzing the
colocalization of PS1 (red) and GFP-Rab7 (green) after 30
min of isoproterenol treatment. Arrow, punctal structure

୍ࢵՀৰࣣކ

containing PS1 and GFP-Rab7. Scale bar, 8 μm. IP,

Chen YL, Lv J, Ye XL, Sun MY, Xu Q, Liu CH, Min LH,

immunoprecipitation.

Li HP, Liu P#, Ding X# (2011) Sorafenib inhibits
transforming

growth

factor

β1-mediated

epithelial-mesenchymal transition and apoptosis in
mouse hepatocytes. Hepatology 53:1708-18
Pan X, Wang X, Lei W, Min L, Yang Y, Wang X, Song

ڍѵՀৰࣣކ

J (2009) Nitric oxide suppresses transforming

Teng L, Zhao J#, Wang F, Ma L, Pei G# (2010) A

Lu X#, Feng X#, Man X, Yang G, Tang L, Du D, Zhang F, Yuan H,

growth factor-β1-induced epithelial-to-mesenchymal

Interaction with polyglutamine-expanded huntingtin alters

GPCR/secretase complex regulates β- and γ-secretase

Huang Q, Zhang Z, Liu Y, Strand D, Chen Z (2009) Aberrant

transition and apoptosis in mouse hepatocytes.

cellular distribution and RNA processing of huntingtin yeast

specificity for Aβ production and contributes to AD

splicing of Hugl-1 Is associated with hepatocellular carcinoma

Hepatology 50:1577-87

pathogenesis. Cell Res. 20:138-153

progression. Clin. Cancer Res. 15:3287-96

ڍѵՀৰࣣކ
Jiang YJ, Che MX, Yuan JQ, Xie YY, Yan XZ, Hu HY (2011)

two-hybrid protein A (HYPA). J. Biol. Chem. 286:25236-45

Tang H, Da L, Mao Y, Li Y, Li D, Xu Z, Li F, Wang Y,
Chen T*, Shen L*, Yu J*, Wan H*, Guo A, Chen J, Long Y,

Xie YY, Zhou CJ, Zhou ZR, Hong J, Che MX, Fu QS, Song

Tiollais P, Li T, Zhao M (2009) Hepatitis B virus X

Zhao J#, Pei G# (2011) Rapamycin and other longevity-

AX, Lin DH, Hu HY (2010) Interaction with synphilin-1

protein

promoting compounds enhance the generation of mouse

promotes inclusion formation of α-synuclein: mechanistic

autophagy via up-regulation of beclin 1 expression.

induced pluripotent stem cells. Aging Cell 10:908-911

insights and pathological implication. FASEB J. 24:196-205

Hepatology 49:60-71
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The 3rd Shanghai Symposium: Signaling, Inﬂammation and Cancer
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Dr. Dieter Söll
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